
Guide how to plan a lesson: 

1) Go to the website: www.statisticstilburg.nl/agenda 

2) Search a spot in which we both have time (I have time when the hour is completely white (see picture below) 

3) Best is to send me an email (to info@bijlesintilburg.nl ) (if you want to plan something last minute, then you should 

call me) 

4) I will send to you a confirmation about the appointment 

5) You confirm that you will be there  

 

Do you need a lesson on really short notice and my agenda is already full? This is possible for my overtime fee (50 

euro). Call me for possibilities. (06-14830130) 

 

Do you want me to call you if there is a last minute free spot available? Then please put your name on the ‘waiting 
list’. (in the hyperlink there is some explanation) 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RLY-7RrhIH4e9QpixSu5B0S1oiArO3gmS2S7OaKbo5c/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 

 

 

Rules about cancelling a one person lesson: 

 Cancelations are for free 48 hours before the lesson starts 

 In between 24 and 48 hours I ask half of the lessons money 

 Within 24 hours, I unfortunately have to ask all the money since now it becomes almost impossible to find another client. 

 

Rules about cancelling a two or three person lesson 

 First contact your co-students 

 Does this person wants to continue the lesson than this is possible for the one person fee (29,95 euro)  

 If not the next fee’s apply: 

o 48 before: Cancellation is for free  

o In between 24 and 48 hours: half of the fee 

o Within 24 hours, the whole fee since now it becomes almost impossible to find another client  
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Directions from Central Train Station: (max 5 minuten by foot) (It’s only straight ahead) 

 
Exit the Tilburg trainstation (picture is taken in the exit) and go into the Langestraat 

(see arrow) 

 

 
At the first crossing go straight. 

 

  
At the second crossing go straight  (in the distance (red circle) is Bijles in Tilburg) 

 U bent er (nummer 2   Bijles in Tilburg is on  

  

 Bijles in Tilburg is on the right side (29-05) 

 


